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Public transport

Ferries are an essential link in a public transport system and Damen builds
perfectly tailored, fuel-efficient ferries to suit urban transport networks.
Damen ferries can be seen in operation all over the world. We offer standard
designs for (fast) ferries, water taxis, water buses, RoPax and double ended
ferries, as well as many other types of vessels that have been developed for
specific circumstances. Most fast ferries are built at the ultra-modern Damen
Shipyards Singapore, one of the most experienced ferry builders in the world
with a world-class reputation for aluminium fast ferries, patrol vessels, crew
suppliers and workboats.
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Fast response to customer requests
Competitive pricing
Short delivery times due to stock hulls
Reliability, proven and tested technology
Continuous product development
Interchangeability of ships, crew, spares
Lower maintenance costs
Guaranteed performance
Benchmark for the industry
High second-hand value

Standard designs can always be adapted
with various options to suit your specific job

Standardisation

fast ferry 3209

key to success

Damen’s focus on standardisation is undoubtedly one of our fundamental
corporate values. In 1969, Jan Damen handed the reigns over to his son
Kommer Damen. The modular building concept was one of the first
initiatives Kommer Damen introduced after listening carefully to client
feedback.
Four decades ago the standardisation concept was totally new in the
shipbuilding industry and today it is still unique. In each of our niche
markets – from luxury yachts to dredgers – Damen has developed a
standard range.
Although these vessels are based on a standard design, they can be
equipped with a large range of options to meet specific customer
requirements. Our standard designs can be tailor-made according to
customer wishes or we can of course, start from scratch and design a
unique vessel. All of these options are no problem with Damen’s farreaching capabilities.

fast ferry 4010

fast ferry 4212

fast ferry 4512

length IN m
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damen fast ferries
For each type of vessel Damen has
developed a full standard range to meet
customer requirements.
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standard or custom-made
Damen is your partner for both standard designs and for unique
custom designs. We have decades of experience, a diverse portfolio of
products and all the in-house expertise needed. All of this will ensure
the best end result.

Wide range of standard hulls in stock

Standard hulls can be finished to your requirements

hulls in stock

proven design, short term delivery

Damen’s standardisation policy allows us to reduce delivery
times substantially. We build a wide variety of standard
vessels on our own account and keep them in stock.
All of our standard designs are worked out to the smallest detail.
Therefore Damen can deliver fully finished vessels very quickly
and efficiently.
The vessels are produced at our shipyards worldwide, close to our
customers. This results in an efficient delivery process at the best
price-quality ratio.
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Engineering & standardisation

Standardisation ensures short delivery times
The delivery time of a Damen standardised vessel is considerably
shorter than a conventionally built vessel due to years of refining
the engineering, supply chain and hull fabrication proces.

engineering

start production

finishing production

trials & delivery

Damen’s extensive R&D Department represents
a powerful force, especially when combined
with the Dutch maritime technology cluster.
All Damen vessels benefit from thorough R&D
from their initial design, throughout the vessel’s
entire lifetime. Our team is continuously improving
our vessels, making them faster, quieter, more
cost-efficient and more environmentally friendly.
Many years of research have also led to some truly
pioneering designs such as the Enlarged Ship
Concept and the Sea Axe.

damen’s
backbone
research & development

applying composite materials
Damen has vast experience in the use of composites ranging
from tough applications for the offshore industry to high tech
Interceptors for navies as well as for water taxis.

designing and engineering in full 3d
Each ferry is designed and engineered in full 3D. This enables Damen to efficiently plan and
execute construction. Every space in the vessel is virtually fitted-out to evaluate weight and
performance, as well as to create efficient lay-outs. 3D engineering is the point of departure for
complex logistical processes that make global construction possible.

Dutch maritime knowledge
All Damen vessels benefit from knowledge gathered during
ongoing research programmes within the Group.
Damen works alongside world-renowned research institutes
like Delft University of Technology, Maritime Research Institute
Netherlands (MARIN) and the Netherlands Organisation of
Applied Scientific Research (TNO), as well as other reputed
universities and leading maritime companies.

The maritime industry recognises the increasing urge
for environmental awareness. Damen is proactive in
developing sustainable and cost-effective vessels and
services.
Damen’s Research & Development department is looking
into sustainability issues, both in terms of manufacturing
processes and in terms of product improvements.

Sustainability
Through the entire lifecycle

propulsion with lng
Damen has developed several attractive ecological solutions
for vessel propulsion. They provide a large reduction in NOx,
and PM emissions. Efficient hull forms and lightweight material
means that energy demand can be reduced to modest levels.
Ferries can be ideally suited for LNG propulsion. Tailored designs
are also available.

global
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Founded in the Netherlands
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Damen Marine Components Gdansk
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china
Damen Marine Components Suzhou
Damen Trading Suzhou
Damen Yichang Shipyard*
Damen Shipyards Changde
Afai Southern Shipyard**
Jiangsu Ganghua Shipyard Co. Ltd**
vietnam
Damen Song Cam Shipyard
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singapore
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Damen fast ferry 4010 in service in hong kon

ng

damen fast ferry 3209

fast ferries

Damen fast ferry 4212 in instanbul, turkey

damen fast ferry 4010

Fast Ferries have been developed
in a standard range of models
between 32m and 42m. The ferries
are all based on the same technology,
with fuel-efficient hulls made of
lightweight aluminum. propulsion is
through water jets, controllable pitch
propeller propulsion or fixed pitch
propeller propulsion. each Fast Ferry
is equipped with state-of-the-art
electronic equipment and passenger
accommodation built to the highest
standards.

Damen builds perfectly tailored, fuel-efficient Fast Ferries for public
transport. Most of our Fast Ferries are built at the ultra-modern
Damen Shipyards Singapore, one of the most experienced ferry builders
in the world. Our fast ferries are known worldwide for their efficiency
and proven catamaran design.

Damen fast ferry 4212 in service in singapore

damen fast ferry 3009

damen fast ferry 3209

damen fast ferry 4108

damen fast ferry 4912

fast ferries
fast ferry 3209
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length o.a.
Beam o.a.
Depth
Speed
Capacity

MAIN ENGINE DAMEN FAST FERRY 4512

ENGINE ROOM DAMEN FAST FERRY 4212

fast ferry 4010

fast ferry 4212

32.0 m		
9.8 m		
3.3 m		

40.0 m		 42.2 m
10.7 m		 11.6 m
3.6 m		 3.8 m

27-30 kn		
260 pax		

27-36 m		38-40 kn
445 pax		 447 pax

interior damen fast ferry 3810

interior damen fast ferry 4212

The Damen Fast Ferry 3609
is a good example of a
modern, efficient vessel with
robust technology, which is
easy to maintain.
In combination with a large
deck store 200 passengers
can be accommodated with
optional kiosk, entertainment
systems and a large fuel
capacity for long distance
operations.

damen fast ferry 3609

easy access for passengers

water buses
The Damen Water Bus is one of the most fuel-efficient, low wash vessels in service
today. The vessel incorporates a specially designed system for the transfer of
passengers, bicycles and wheelchairs. Passengers travel in style surrounded by high
quality design and comfortable outfitting.

easily accessible main engine

interior damen water bus 3207

low wash high speed service

interior of damen water bus 3007

Damen has developed
a standard series of
water buses made of
composites.
The modular design
is suitable for a large
variety of requirements.
Water buses can be
deployed as taxis,
sightseeing boats,
commuter ferries, for
dinner cruises and
many other uses.

damen water bus 2407 for excursion and sightseeing

essentially the same vessel can be built in various configurations

water bus 1606

water bus 2006

water bus 2407

water bus 3007

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length o.a.
Beam o.a.
Draught

16 m		 20 m		 24 m		 30 m
6 m		
6 m		
7 m		
7m
1.10 m		 1.10 m		 1.10 m		 1.30 m

Speed
Capacity

23.0 kn		 23.0 kn		 23.0 kn		 21.6 kn
40 pax		 75 pax		 100 pax		 132 pax

damen water bus 3007

water buses
The Damen Water Bus is one of the most fuel-efficient
low wash vessels in use today.
damen water bus 3007

damen water bus 3007

damen fast ropax 8521

car deck damen fast ropax 4512

fast ropax
Damen builds Fast Ropax vessels that are perfectly tailored to the owner’s
specific requirements. They are designed to integrate into public transport
systems to ensure that passengers, cars and trucks can board as efficiently as
possible. The Fast RoPax Ferries are built in Damen yards around the world.

fast ropax 4512
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length o.a.
Beam o.a.
Depth
Speed
Capacity

fast ropax 6217

fast ropax 8521

45.0 m		 62.0 m		 85.0 m
12.0 m		 17.0 m		 21.0 m
4.6 m		 5.5 m		 6.5 m
18 - 22 kn		 40 kn		 22 kn
158 pax		 606 pax		 600 pax
16 pickups + 3 trucks		 38 cars or 9 trucks		 112 cars

damen fast ropax 4512

fast ropax

interior damen fast ropax 4512

damen fast ropax 5114

damen fast ropax 6217

Damen builds perfectly tailored Fast Ropax Ferries at various locations
around the world. The vessels are highly efficient and comply with all the
international safety standards such as High Speed Craft Code 2000.
Cars or trucks can be loaded through stern and/or front ramps.
Comfortable passenger saloons, with excellent catering facilities, are
located on the upper decks.

ergonomically designed bridge damen fast ropax

Easily accessible engine room damen Fast ropax

efficient and compact wing stations damen fast ropax

exterior decks damen ropax 13023

passenger saloon damen ropax 13023

Damen Ropax ferries are an excellent means of waterborne public transport.
They provide safe and efficient crossings for cars, trucks and passengers. Damen
Ropax vessels can be tailored to include extensive catering facilities, public
information systems and very good accessibility for disabled people. Car decks
have ample space, generous lighting and an excellent ventilation system.

passenger saloon damen ropax 13023

ropax

ropax 13023
PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS
Length o.a.
Beam o.a.
Depth
Speed
Capacity

130.4 m
22.7 m
7.2 m
15.7 kn
1750 pax
704 lane meters
car deck damen ropax 13023

water taxis

water taxi 1605

water taxi 1205

Damen has developed state-of-the-art, composite Water Taxis suitable for any
operation. Damen Water Taxis are tailored for on-demand passenger transport.
Hulls can be monohull or catamaran and the Water Taxis can have an optimum
configuration for up to 12 passenger seats fitted with video and audio
equipment. Speeds range from 15 to 35 knots.

high end passenger cabin Damen water taxi 1004

water taxi 1004

length IN m

5

15

stearing console Damen water taxi 1004

Damen water taxis in dubai port

Damen water taxi with led lights

damen river ferry 2306

damen river ferry 1605

Damen River Ferries are excellent examples of high quality, purpose-built
passenger craft that can operate in estuaries, rivers, ports and protected waters.
These ferries come in a variety of types, from double ended, steel ferries to
high speed, aluminum commuter ferries.
Damen Ferries carry passengers, cars, bicycles and miscellaneous, light cargo.

damen ferry 1706

damen ferry 1505

ferries

damen double ended ferry 2106

DAMEN RIVER FERRY 1706

Damen Modular Construction
The Damen Modular Barge (DMB) is the fundamental building
block for your modular vessel or platform. The container-sized
barge modules, coupled by the patented Damen Link, are
transportable to remote areas and can be used in any sea, lake or
river. Consequently, many applications are possible.

ferry

ranger

landing pontoon

n
n
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Ferries
Rangers
Jetties
Landing Pontoons

modular
ferries

damen modular barges used for landing pontoons, floating (or temporary) jetties and ferries

damen modular barges

auxiliaries
damen modular ferry

damen modular ferry

Damen can design and construct suitable landing platforms that will perfectly
fit the ferry. They can be made of steel, concrete or composite or other suitable
construction material. Landing pontoons can include ramps to shore, covered
and/or enclosed waiting areas, lighting systems, dedicated fenders etc.

landing platform

ferry bridge

maintenance training

delivery

service agreements & repairs

damen services

damen assists customers in archieving their goals
Damen Services offers a wide-ranging portfolio of customer support and
after-sales services covering the complete vessel’s lifecycle; through the
start-up and deployment phases, to the second life or disposal phase.
We believe that our wide range of products helps our customers
achieve their goals in terms of availability, reliability and lifecycle
costs. Customers may benefit by using one of our services or a
strategic combination of several products.

complete life cycle support
start - up

deployment

life - time extension

commissioning
& trials
damos CMMS

technical
assistance

repair &
conversion

customer
service
agreements
ship delivery
damos: One-stop-shop
Damen helps to increase
maintenance efficiency by the
Damen Asset Management
Operating System (DAMOS), in
combination with a spare part
delivery solution.

warranty
support

training

reCYCLING

spare parts

civil works

modular constructions
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complete, correct and up-to-date information.
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The Damen Fast Ferry ‘Kriola’ (Cape Verde Islands) is a good example of a Damen ferry,
creating essential links and bringing local communities together.
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